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A B S T R A C T   

Ecohydrological processes are often evaluated by studying the fate of stable water isotopes. However, isotopic 
fractionation during evaporation is often ignored or simplified in current models, resulting in simulation errors 
that may be propagated into practical applications of stable isotope tracing. In this study, we adapted and tested 
the HYDRUS-1D model, a numerical model widely used to simulate variably-saturated water flow and solute 
transport in porous media, by including an option to simulate isotope fate and transport while accounting for 
evaporation fractionation. The numerical results obtained by the adapted model were in excellent agreement 
with existing analytical solutions. Additional plausibility tests and field evaluation further demonstrated the 
adapted model’s accuracy. A simple particle tracking algorithm was also implemented to calculate soil water’s 
transit times and further validate the modified model’s results. Transit times calculated by the particle tracking 
module (PTM) were similar to those estimated by the isotope peak displacement method, validating the appli-
cability of the PTM. The developed model represents a comprehensive tool to numerically investigate many 
important research problems involving isotope transport processes in the critical zone.   

1. Introduction 

Evaporation fractionation is characterized by the retainment of 
heavier isotopes in the liquid phase and the preferential affinity of 
lighter isotopes in the vapor phase (e.g., Gonfiantini et al., 2018). Due to 
evaporation fractionation’s unique characteristics, stable water isotopes 
(2H and 18O) are good indicators for studying many ecohydrological 
processes in the critical zone (Gehrels et al., 1998; Sprenger et al., 
2016a), such as partitioning evapotranspiration (Kool et al., 2014; Xiao 
et al., 2018) and identifying the sources of crop water uptake (i.e., 
sourcing) (e.g., Corneo et al., 2018; Ma and Song, 2016; Wang et al., 
2019) at the soil-vegetation-atmosphere interface. Models that can 
accurately simulate the transport and fractionation of isotopes are 
necessary to properly interpret isotopic data in the critical zone. 

The concept of water transit or travel time (TT), defined as the time 
elapsed between water entering and leaving a reservoir, provides a 
useful insight into many ecohydrological issues, such as partitioning 
recharge and discharge sources, evaluating the role of mobile and 
immobile waters, and inferring temporal origins of root water uptake (e. 
g., Allen et al., 2019; Brinkmann et al., 2018; McDonnell, 2014; 
Sprenger et al., 2016b). The traditional isotope-based method for 

estimating TTs is by inversely estimating lumped isotope transport pa-
rameters assuming time-invariant TT distributions (TTDs) (e.g., Malos-
zewski et al., 2006; Stumpp and Maloszewski, 2010; Timbe et al., 2014) 
or StorAge Selection (SAS) functions (Rinaldo et al., 2015). However, 
the lumped models overgeneralize the isotope transport mechanisms. 
Some of them cannot truly describe the isotope transport or TTDs under 
transient conditions, while others can account for the time-variance of 
TTDs but can only describe the mixing and partitioning of isotopes (Jury 
et al., 1986; Sprenger et al., 2016a). Physics-based isotope transport 
models are needed to fully describe the spatio-temporal evolution of 
isotope concentrations under field conditions (Kim et al., 2016). Such 
flow and transport models usually rely on the Richards and 
convection-dispersion equations, respectively. 

When evaporation fractionation can be neglected, one can simulate 
the fate and transport of isotopes in soils as standard solutes. For 
example, Stumpp et al. (2012) used the modified HYDRUS-1D model 
with isotopic information to analyze the effects of the vegetation cover 
and fertilization measures on water flow and solute transport in lysim-
eters. This modified model is available at https://www.pc-progress. 
com/en/Default.aspx?h1d-lib-isotope. Sprenger et al. (2016b) used 
this modified model to infer soil water residence times at different 
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depths. Brinkmann et al. (2018) applied the same model to estimate the 
residence time distribution of soil water and identify the temporal origin 
of water taken up by Picea abies and Fagus sylvatica. 

This modified version of the HYDRUS-1D model by Stumpp et al. 
(2012) allows isotopes to leave the soil profile at the soil surface without 
considering the fractionation effect during evaporation. This is imple-
mented by assuming that the isotope concentration of the evaporation 
flux is the same as that of soil water at the soil surface. However, 
ignoring the evaporative enrichment, as done in this modified 
HYDRUS-1D, leads to underestimating 2H and 18O concentrations in the 
topsoil, which may be more significant in regions with higher evapo-
rative losses (Sprenger et al., 2018). Additionally, transit times calcu-
lations as done in these studies (e.g., Sprenger et al., 2016b; Brinkmann 
et al., 2018) are based on isotope transport simulations and require 
labor-intensive and time-consuming high precision isotope measure-
ments to calibrate the model. The inaccurate sampling or modeling of 
soil water isotopes, especially in case of physical-nonequilibrium (i.e., 
immobile water content, dual-porosity/permeability type solute trans-
port), can easily lead to large errors in transit time calculations (e.g., 
Sprenger et al., 2018; Tetzlaff et al., 2014). 

The temporal evolution of evaporation fractionation was first studied 
and modeled for the free water surface (Craig and Gordon, 1965). The 
Craig-Gordon model has been the cornerstone of isotope hydrology since 
it was proposed in 1965. After that, Zimmermann et al. (1967) applied 
this model to saturated soil under steady-state evaporation conditions. 
Barnes and Allison (1983) extended this work to isothermal steady-state 
evaporation conditions in unsaturated soils. Barnes and Allison (1984) 
further extended this work to the nonisothermal steady-state conditions 
in unsaturated soils with a defined soil temperature profile. Barnes and 
Allison (1983, 1984) also provided analytical solutions for the transport 
of isotopes with evaporation fractionation under steady-state condi-
tions. However, to describe and predict the spatial and temporal evo-
lution of isotope concentrations under field evaporation conditions, a 
model capable of describing transient conditions is required. 

Shurbaji and Phillips (1995) proposed the first numerical model 
(ODWISH) that considered evaporation fractionation. This model 
coupled heat transport and water flow equations in the soil proposed by 
Philip and De Vries (1957) and introduced a transition factor into the 
isotope transport equation. This transition factor combines the influence 
of hydrology and isotope parameters. It changes slowly with depth 
except for quick changes in the evaporative zone, which is conducive to 
obtaining a unique isotope profile shape. However, the upper boundary 
condition must be determined by measuring temperatures and humid-
ities at the soil surface and the evaporation front. The evaporation front 
is located at a depth above which the water vapor flux becomes domi-
nant compared to the liquid flux. Generally, it corresponds to the peak in 
the isotope concentration profile (Braud et al., 2005a). Since such data 
are rarely available, a model that interacts with the atmosphere is 
needed to address the surface energy budget. Mathieu and Bariac (1996) 
proposed a simplified model (MOISE) for constant potential evaporation 
and a predefined soil temperature profile. This model still lacked the 
option of evaluating the surface energy budget (Soderberg et al., 2012). 

Melayah et al. (1996a) fully coupled the transport of heat, water, and 
isotopes with surface energy budget calculations. The results showed 
that the model was very sensitive to the initial isotope profile and small 
changes in liquid water convective transport. Better knowledge of 
isotope transport coefficients in porous media (e.g., mobile/immobile 
phases) should improve its prediction ability (Melayah et al., 1996b). 
Braud et al. (2005a) corrected some inconsistencies in the derivations of 
Melayah et al. (1996a) and several isotope transport models, such as 
SiSPAT-Isotope (Braud et al., 2005a) and Soil-Litter-Iso (Haverd and 
Cuntz, 2010) have been developed based on this modified theory. The 
Soil-Litter-Iso model was based on Ross’ explicit numerical solution of 
the Richards equation (Ross, 2003), resulting in significantly improved 
computational efficiency compared with the SiSPAT-Isotope model. This 
allowed isotope calculations to be performed for soil profiles with 

vegetation using coarser spatial discretization and larger time steps 
(Haverd and Cuntz, 2010). However, these models did not consider the 
impacts of physical nonequilibrium flow (e.g., immobile water or pref-
erential flow) on isotope transport and concentrations. Mueller et al. 
(2014) and Sprenger et al. (2018) used the SWIS model (Soil Water 
Isotope Simulator) to model stable isotopes for uniform and nonequi-
librium (mobile and bulk) soil water flow in the vadose zone, respec-
tively. This model considered evaporation fractionation but neglected 
vapor flow. 

Despite the successes of isotope transport modeling with evaporation 
fractionation, the current isotope transport models (Table 1) are not 
widely used. Some of them are no longer maintained (e.g., Mathieu and 
Bariac, 1996; Melayah et al., 1996), are quite complex to deploy (e.g., 
Braud et al., 2005a; Haverd and Cuntz, 2010), or still only implement a 
simple treatment of evaporation fractionation (e.g., Shurbaji and Phil-
lips, 1995; Stumpp et al., 2012), which may be some of the reasons why 
they are not commonly used. 

The standard version of HYDRUS-1D can simulate volatile solutes’ 
transport in soils by allowing solute transport by convection and 
dispersion in the liquid phase and diffusion in the soil air. Thus, the 
model is quite widely used to simulate transport processes of many 
emerging organic chemicals such as pesticides and fumigants (e.g., 
Spurlock et al., 2013ab; Brown et al., 2019). The governing equations for 
volatile solute transport (see Eqs. (6.55) and (6.56) in Radcliffe and 
Šimůnek (2018) are similar to those for the isotope transport by Braud 
et al. (2005a). The relationship between the liquid and vapor solute 
concentrations is described in HYDRUS-1D by Henry’s law, assuming an 
instantaneous distribution of a solute between the liquid and air phases. 
This volatile solute transport model in HYDRUS-1D can be adapted to 
simulate the transport of stable isotopes by modifying the upper 
boundary condition (considering fractionation) and reinterpreting 
Henry’s coefficient in the governing solute transport equation. 

Particle tracking algorithms represent an alternative and more 
straightforward way of calculating TTDs (e.g., Šimůnek, 1991; Asa-
dollahi et al., 2020) while still considering transient water flow. Since 
the particle tracking algorithm (e.g., Šimůnek, 1991) can be technically 
based solely on water balance calculations without requiring isotopic 
measurements, it needs much less input information than the stable 
water isotope transport models. Such algorithms can thus have broad 
applicability and can act as an excellent supplement to the traditional 
isotope transport-based methods for calculating transit times. However, 
it is still highly recommended to observe isotopic data, identifying ac-
curate model parameters and travel times (e.g., Groh et al., 2018; Mattei 
et al., 2020; Sprenger et al., 2015), and verifying model-determined TTs. 

The objectives of this study thus are: 1) to adapt the current 
HYDRUS-1D model to simulate water flow and transport of stable water 

Table 1 
History of the development of physics-based transport models for soil water 
stable isotopes.  

Model name Reference Description 

HYDRUS 
isotope 
module 

Stumpp et al. (2012) Without fractionation 

ODWISH Shurbaji and Phillips 
(1995) 

With fractionation, no surface energy 
budget 

MOISE Mathieu and Bariac 
(1996); Melayah et al. 
(1996) 

With fractionation, no surface energy 
budget 

SiSPAT- 
Isotope 

Braud et al. (2005a, 
2005b) 

With fractionation and surface energy 
budget, but no physical nonequilibrium 
flow, numerically inefficient 

Soil-Litter-Iso Haverd and Cuntz 
(2010) 

With fractionation and surface energy 
budget, but no physical nonequilibrium 
flow 

SWIS Muller et al. (2014);  
Sprenger et al. (2018) 

With fractionation but without vapor 
flow  
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isotopes while considering multiple types of evaporation fractionation 
situations and soil conditions (i.e., isothermal/non-isothermal condi-
tions, equilibrium and nonequilibrium flow, with and without vapor 
flow), 2) to verify the new model using analytical solutions and plau-
sibility tests, 3) to implement a simple water-flow based particle 
tracking algorithm, and 4) to evaluate the capability of the new isotope 
transport and particle tracking modules using a field dataset. The new 
isotope transport and particle tracking modules provide HYDRUS-1D 
users with a comprehensive tool for assessing transit times, simulating 
continuous dynamic changes in soil water isotope concentrations, and 
numerically investigating many fundamental research problems 
involving sourcing and timing of soil water. 

2. Definition of the isotope concentrations 

Following Braud et al. (2005a), the concentration Ci (kg m− 3) of the 
isotope i, can be defined as: 

Ci =
mi

V
=

mi

mT

mT

V
=

NiMi

NiMi + NwMw

NiMi + NwMw

V
≈

Mi

Mw
Riρ (1)  

where mi (kg) is the mass of the isotope i, either in the liquid or vapor 
phase, V (m3) is the volume of water, mT (kg) is the total mass of water, 
Mi and Mw (kg/mol) are the molar masses of water including the isotope 
i and ordinary water, respectively, Ni and Nw (mol) are the numbers of 
moles of water including the isotope i and ordinary water, respectively, 
Ri[-] is the isotope ratio of the isotope i (i.e., Ni

Nw
), and ρ (kg/m3) is the 

density of water either in the liquid (ρw) or vapor (ρv) phases (see Ap-
pendix A). In this equation, we assumed that NiMi≪NwMw to get the last 
term. 

The relationship between the isotope ratio R and isotopic composi-
tion δ is: 

δi(‰)=
Ri − Rstd

Rstd
1000‰ (2)  

where Ri and Rstd are the isotope ratios in the water sample and the 
standard sample (the Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW, 
0‰), Rstd = 155.76 × 10− 6 for HDO and Rstd = 2005.2 × 10− 6 for H2

18O, 
according to Gonfiantini (1978)). Ri refers to the 18O/16O or 2H/1H ra-
tios [-] that can be deduced from Eq. (1) as follows: 

Ri =
Mw

Mi

Ci

ρ (3) 

Note that in this study, the term isotope ratio refers to R [-], isotopic 
composition refers to δ (‰), and isotope concentration refers to C (kg 
m− 3). The results will be presented throughout the manuscript in δ-no-
tation, even though numerical computations may be performed using 
the C, R, or δ notations. 

3. Craig-Gordon model (1965) 

The separation of heavy and light isotopes between reservoirs (or 
reactants and products) is called isotopic fractionation (Gat, 2010; 
Kendall and McDonnell, 2012). Isotopic fractionation can be divided 
into equilibrium fractionation (chemical thermodynamic fractionation) 
and kinetic fractionation (physical diffusion fractionation) according to 
the processes that cause this change. Equilibrium fractionation occurs 
during chemical reactions at equilibrium (exchange reactions); the 
heavy isotopes are concentrated in substances with the highest bond 
force constants (i.e., the preferential affinity of the lighter isotope for the 
vapor phase) (Fry, 2006). Kinetic fractionation is caused by the differ-
ences in the diffusion rates of water molecules through the air (i.e., 
preferential diffusion of the lighter isotope) (Gat, 2010). Evaporation 
fractionation between the soil and free atmosphere includes both 

equilibrium and kinetic fractionations (Craig, 1961). Craig and Gordon 
(1965) calculated the isotope evaporation flux at the liquid-vapor 
interface based on these two types of fractionations. 

This model considers three layers (Fig. 1): (a) a liquid-vapor interface 
where condensation, evaporation, and equilibrium fractionation occur, 
(b) a diffusive sublayer where molecular diffusion dominates and thus 
kinetic fractionation occurs, and (c) a turbulently mixed sublayer where 
mixing dominates, and thus no fractionation occurs (Gat, 2010; Horita 
et al., 2008). The water vapor and isotope evaporation fluxes between 
the water surface and the bottom of the free atmosphere are described by 
Ohm’s Law (or Fick’s law) as an analog of the concentration gradient 
and transport resistance (Braud et al., 2005a, 2009; Gat, 2010). 

The evaporation flux for water vapor E (kg/m2/s) is: 

E=
ρv

sat(Ts)(Hrs − ha
′

)

ra
(4)  

where ra (s/m) is the sum of the resistances (rM+rT) of water vapor to 
diffusive flow in the diffusive (rM) and turbulent (rT) sublayers, ρv

sat is the 
density of the saturated water vapor (kg/m3) (see Appendix A), Hrs [-] is 
the relative humidity of the soil air phase at the surface, and ha

′

[-] is the 
relative humidity of the atmosphere at the air temperature Ta (K) 
normalized to the relative humidity of the atmosphere (ha[-]) at the 
interface temperature Ts (K). Hrs and ha

′

can be calculated as follows: 

Hrs = exp
(

Mghs

RuTs

)

(5)  

h′

a = ha
ρv

sat(Ta)

ρv
sat(Ts)

(6)  

where g is the gravitational acceleration [LT− 2], M is the molecular 
weight of water (kg/mol) (0.018015), Ru is the universal gas constant 
(J/mol/K) (8.314), hs is the matric potential at the soil surface [L], and 
Ts and Ta are the temperatures of the soil surface and atmosphere (K), 
respectively. 

The corresponding evaporation flux for water isotopes Ei (kg/m2/s) 
is: 

Ei =

(
Cv

is − Cv
ia

)

ri
=

(
Cv

is − Cv
ia

)

αk
i ⋅ra

=
ρv

sat(Ts)

αk
i ra

Mi

Mw

(
Hrs ⋅ α*

i ⋅ RL − ha
′

⋅ Ra
)

=
E
αk

i

Mi

Mw

(
Hrs⋅α*

i ⋅RL − ha
′

⋅Ra
)

Hrs − ha
′

(7) 

The isotope ratio of the evaporation flux RE [-] is: 

RE =Ei
/

E=
[
Hrs ⋅ α*

i ⋅ RL − ha
′

⋅ Ra
] / [

(Hrs − ha
′

) ⋅ αk
i

]
⋅
Mi

Mw
(8)  

where Cv
is and Cv

ia are the isotope concentrations of the surface water 
vapor and atmosphere (kg m− 3), ri (s/m) is the sum of the resistances 
(rM,i+rT,i) of water isotopes to diffusive flow in the diffusive (rM,i) and 
turbulent (rT,i) sublayers, Rv(RL) are the isotope ratios of the water vapor 
and remaining liquid water at the soil surface [-], respectively, Ra is the 
isotope ratio of the atmosphere [-], α*

i is the equilibrium fractionation 
factor [-], and αk

i is the kinetic fractionation factor [-]. Note that α*
i is 

defined here as the ratio of vapor to liquid phase isotope ratios, and it is 
thus smaller than 1. 

The equations used to compute α*
i for 2H and 18O isotopes as a 

function of temperature T (K) can be found in Majoube (1971) and 
Horita and Wesolowski (1994). The equations by Majoube (1971) were 
used in this study: 

α*
i

(18O
16O

)

= exp
(

2.0667 ⋅ 10− 3 +
0.4156

T
−

1.137⋅103

T2

)

(9) 
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α*
i

(2H
1H

)

= exp
(

− 52.612 ⋅ 10− 3 +
76.248

T
−

24.844⋅103

T2

)

(10) 

The kinetic fractionation factor αk
i is calculated as (Mathieu and 

Bariac, 1996): 

αk
i =

(
Dv

Dv
i

)nk

(11)  

where nk is the kinetic fractionation coefficient [-], and Dv and Dv
i are the 

molecular diffusion coefficients of light and heavy water (isotopes) in 
free air [L2T− 1], respectively. 

The diffusion ratio Dv/Dv
i can be calculated from Graham’s Law of 

gas diffusion: 

Dv

Dv
i
=

(
Mi(Mw + 0.029)
Mw(Mi + 0.029)

)1/2

(12)  

where the number 0.029 represents the mean molecular weight of air 
(kg/mol). For 18O, Mw = 0.018 kg/mol and Mi = 0.020 kg/mol, and thus 
Dv/Dv

i = 1.0324; while for 2H, Mw = 0.018 kg/mol and Mi = 0.019 kg/ 
mol, and thus Dv/Dv

i = 1.0166, which are the values used in our study. In 
addition to these theoretical values, much research has been conducted 
to measure these values. Readers are referred to Horita et al. (2008) for 
more details. For example, Merlivat (1978) measured Dv/ Dv

i (
2H) =

1.0251 and Dv/Dv
i (

18O) = 1.0285. 
The kinetic fractionation coefficient nk is associated with consider-

able uncertainty depending on evaporation conditions. Different equa-
tions have been used to calculate this value. Readers can refer to Braud 
et al. (2005b), Horita et al. (2008), and Quade et al. (2018) for more 
details. Table S1 shows the equations used in this study. 

The equilibrium fractionation enrichment ε* (‰), and the kinetic 
fractionation enrichment εk (‰) can be calculated as follows (Gat, 
2010): 

ε* = 1000⋅
(
1 − α*

i

)
(13)  

εk = 1000 ⋅
(
αk

i − 1
)
⋅(Hrs − ha

′

) (14) 

This equation can be further simplified to get the widely used kinetic 
fractionation enrichment equation (Horita et al., 2008): 

εk = 1000 ⋅
((

Dv

Dv
i

)nk

− 1
)

⋅
(
Hrs − h

′

a

)
≅ 1000 ⋅ nk ⋅

(
Dv

Dv
i
− 1

)

⋅(Hrs − ha
′

)

(15) 

According to Gonfiantini (1986), the total fractionation factor (αtotal
i ) 

can be simplified and expressed as follows: 

αtotal
i = 1

/
α∗

i +
εk

1000
(16) 

The isotope ratio of the evaporation flux (RE) is then calculated using 
its linear relationship with the isotope ratio of the liquid phase (RL): 

RE =RL
/

αtotal
i (17)  

4. Numerical models 

The current isotope transport models can be generally divided into two 
groups. The first group includes numerical models for evaporation frac-
tionation without vapor flow. These models can be used in relatively humid 
areas, where the evaporation front is close to the ground surface, and vapor 
flow in the soil profile can thus be neglected. There is no fractionation 
within the soil due to the lack of the vapor phase (or its consideration). The 
second group includes numerical models for evaporation fractionation with 
vapor flow. These models are intended for more arid zones, where the 
evaporation front can occur deeper in the soil profile, and vapor flow in the 
soil profile should thus be considered. Under such conditions, both equi-
librium and kinetic fractionations must be considered within the soils 

Fig. 1. The Craig–Gordon model of isotopic fractionation during evaporation (modified from Gat, 2010).  
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(Braud et al., 2005a; Mathieu and Bariac, 1996). For the calculation of 
relevant water flow and heat transport parameters, the readers are referred 
to the HYDRUS-1D manual (Šimůnek et al., 2008). Here we only focus on 
the calculation of isotope-related parameters. 

4.1. Evaporation fractionation in a system that neglects vapor flow 

When vapor flow can be neglected (e.g., in humid zones), the one- 
dimensional uniform soil water movement in HYDRUS-1D can be 
described using the Richards equation, which assumes that the air phase 
plays a negligible role in water flow and water flow due to thermal 
gradients can be neglected (Šimůnek et al., 2008). The governing 
equation for water flow then is: 

∂θl

∂t
=

∂
∂z

[

KLh

(
∂h
∂z

+ cosγ
)]

− S (18)  

where θl is the liquid volumetric water content [L3L− 3], t is time [T], h is 
the water pressure head [L], z is the spatial coordinate [L] (positive 
upward),γ is the angle between the flow direction and the vertical axis, 
KLh is the isothermal hydraulic conductivity of the liquid phase [LT− 1], 
and S is the sink term [L3L− 3 T− 1]. 

Since there is no fractionation within the soil, the governing equation 
for the isotope transport is the same as the classical advection-dispersion 
equation: 

∂θlCl
i

∂t
=

∂
∂z

(

Dl*
i

∂Cl
i

∂z

)

−
∂
(
qlCl

i

)

∂z
− SCl

i (19)  

where Cl
i corresponds to isotope concentrations of soil water (kg m− 3), ql 

is the liquid water flux [LT− 1], and Dl*
i is the effective dispersion coef-

ficient of the isotope i in soil water [L2T− 1]. Evaporation fractionation, 
which does not appear in Eq. (19), is considered using the upper 
boundary condition. Since Eq. (19) is a linear equation, linear conver-
sions of concentration do not affect the numerical results. Therefore, not 
only the C notation, but also the R or δ notations can be used to define 
isotope concentrations in the numerical model. 

Compared with traditional solute transport models, which leave all 
solutes behind in the soil during evaporation, the isotope transport 
models allow isotopes to leave with evaporation. Stumpp et al. (2012) 
did not consider fractionation and assumed that the isotope concentra-
tion of the evaporation flux is the same as that of the soil water at the soil 
surface. Here, the isotope ratio of the evaporation flux is instead eval-
uated using two methods. The first method uses the Craig-Gordon model 
(Eq. (8)), which requires the atmosphere’s relative humidity, tempera-
ture, and isotope ratio as additional inputs. The second approach follows 
the Gonfiantini (1986) model (Eqs. (16) and (17)), which requires only 
the atmosphere’s relative humidity as an additional input. The isotope 
ratio of the evaporation flux is then automatically used in HYDRUS to 
calculate the isotope evaporation flux at the upper boundary corre-
sponding to the water flux. 

4.2. Evaporation fractionation in a system that considers vapor flow 

4.2.1. Water flow 
Vapor flow in the soil profile should be considered in many arid 

zones. Nonisothermal liquid and vapor flow in HYDRUS-1D is described 
as follows (Saito et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2020): 

∂θT(h)
∂t

=
∂
∂z

[

KLh

(
∂h
∂z

+ cosγ
)

+KLT
∂T
∂z

+Kvh
∂h
∂z

+KvT
∂T
∂z

]

− S (20)  

ql = − KLh

(
∂h
∂z

+ cosγ
)

− KLT
∂T
∂z

(21)  

qv = − Kvh
∂h
∂z

− KvT
∂T
∂z

(22)  

where θT is the total volumetric water content [L3L− 3], being the sum 
(θT = θl + θv) of the volumetric liquid water content (θl) and the volu-
metric water vapor content (θv) [L3L− 3] (both expressed in terms of 
equivalent water contents, i.e., θv = ρv

θs − θl
ρw

, where θs is the saturated 
water content [L3L− 3]), KLT is the thermal hydraulic conductivity of the 
liquid phase [L2K− 1T− 1], Kvh is the isothermal vapor hydraulic con-
ductivity [LT− 1], KvT is the thermal vapor hydraulic conductivity 
[L2K− 1T− 1], and qv is the vapor flux [LT− 1]. The right-hand side of Eq. 
(20) represents isothermal liquid flow, gravitational liquid flow, thermal 
liquid flow, isothermal vapor flow, and thermal vapor flow, respectively. 
Since several terms are a function of temperature, this equation should 
be solved simultaneously with the heat transport equation to account for 
temporal and spatial changes in soil temperature properly. 

4.2.2. Heat transport 
The governing equation for heat transport is (Šimůnek et al., 2008): 

Cp(θl)
∂T
∂t

+ L0
∂θv

∂t
=

∂
∂z

(

λ(θl)
∂T
∂z

)

− Cwql
∂T
∂z

− Cv
∂qvT

∂z
− L0

∂qv

∂z
− CwST

(23)  

where λ(θl) is the coefficient of the apparent thermal conductivity of the 
soil [MLT− 3K− 1] and Cp(θl), Cw, and Cv are the volumetric heat capac-
ities [ML− 1T− 2K− 1] of the porous medium, the liquid phase, and vapor 
phase, respectively. L0 is the volumetric latent heat of vaporization of 
liquid water [ML− 1T− 2]. The right-hand side of Eq. (23) represents the 
conduction of sensible heat (the first term), convection of sensible heat 
by liquid water (the second term) and water vapor (the third term), and 
convection of latent heat by vapor flow (the fourth term), and energy 
uptake by plant roots (the fifth term), respectively. 

4.2.3. Isotope transport 
Following the theory of the SiSPAT-Isotope model (Braud et al., 

2005a), the total isotope flux is the sum of isotope fluxes in the liquid 
phase, ql

i, and the vapor phase, qv
i , while both fluxes include convection 

and diffusion terms. Assuming instantaneous equilibrium between the 
liquid and vapor phases, the liquid and vapor isotopic ratios can be 
related by an equilibrium fractionation factor (Mathieu and Bariac, 
1996; Melayah et al., 1996a). The governing equations for isotope 
transport then are: 

∂
{[

θl + (nsoil − θl)β*
i

]
Cl

i

}

∂t
= −

∂
∂z

[
ql

i + qv
i

]
− SCl

i (24)  

∂
{[

θl + (nsoil − θl)β*
i

]
Cl

i

}

∂t
= −

∂
∂z

[

Cl
iql − Dl*

i
∂Cl

i

∂z
+ β*

i qvCl
i − Dv*

i
∂β*

i Cl
i

∂z

]

− SCl
i

(25)  

∂
{[

θl + (nsoil − θl)β*
i

]
Cl

i

}

∂t
= −

∂
∂z

[(

ql + β*
i qv − Dv*

i
∂β*

i

∂z

)

Cl
i −

(
Dl*

i +Dv*
i β*

i

) ∂Cl
i

∂z

]

− SCl
i (26)   
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that is: 

∂
[
ΘiCl

i

]

∂t
=

∂
∂z

[

Dlv*
i

∂Cl
i

∂z
− Qlv*

i Cl
i

]

− SCl
i (27)  

Θi =
[
θl +(nsoil − θl)β*

i

]
(28)  

Qlv*
i =

(

ql + β*
i qv − Dv*

i
∂β*

i

∂z

)

(29)  

Dlv*
i =Dl*

i + Dv*
i β*

i (30)  

Cv
i = β*

i Cl
i (31)  

Cv
i =

Mi

Mw
Rv

i ρv =
Mi

Mw
α*

i Rl
iρv = α*

i
ρv

ρw
Cl

i (32)  

where nsoil is the soil porosity [L3L− 3], β*
i is the ratio of the isotope 

concentration in the vapor phase and the isotope concentration in the 
liquid phase [-], and Cl

i (Rl
i) and Cv

i (Rv
i ) are isotope concentrations (ra-

tios) in soil water (vapor) (kg m− 3) [-], respectively. The effective 
dispersion coefficients of the isotope i in soil water (vapor), Dl*

i (Dv*
i ) 

[L2T− 1], are given as follows: 

Dl*
i =Dlo

i τwθl + Λ|ql| (33)  

Dv*
i =(nsoil − θl)τgDv

(
Dv

i

Dv

)nk

(34)  

where τw and τg are tortuosity coefficients in the liquid and vapor phases 
[-], respectively, Λ is dispersivity [L], and Dlo

i is the molecular diffusion 
coefficient of the isotope i in free water [L2T− 1] (see Appendix A). 

4.2.4. Modifications on HYDRUS-1D 
This subsection lists all implemented changes into the standard 

HYDRUS-1D model to simulate the fate and transport of stable water 
isotopes. To expand the capabilities of the HYDRUS-1D model and to be 
consistent with previous verification studies with other models (e.g., the 
plausibility tests and comparisons with the analytical solution of Barnes 
and Alison, 1984), a new upper boundary condition (BC) for water flow 
was implemented into the atmospheric boundary in HYDRUS-1D to 
simulate evaporation from bare soils. Actual evaporation E (kg/m2/s) is 
calculated in this BC as a function of potential evaporation Ep (kg/m2/s) 
and the difference in relative humidities between the atmosphere and 
the soil surface, similarly as done in other studies (Mathieu and Bariac, 
1996; Melayah et al., 1996; Braud et al., 2005a). This is a more conve-
nient way of estimating actual evaporation at the upper boundary. 
However, if sufficient information is available, it is better to use the 
surface energy balance to estimate actual evaporation. 

E =Ep
Hrs − ha

′

1 − ha
′ (35) 

The standard version of HYDRUS-1D can simulate the transport of 
volatile solutes by also considering solute transport via diffusion in the 
vapor phase. The governing equations for volatile solute transport (see 
Eqs. (6.55) and (6.56) in Radcliffe and Šimůnek, 2018) are very similar 
to those for isotope transport. The solute transport equation solved in 
HYDRUS-1D considers convective and diffusion-dispersion transport in 
the liquid phase and diffusion transport in the vapor phase. It does not 
consider convective transport in the vapor phase. To consider the vapor 
convection term in solute transport, two additional transport terms 

(β*
i qv) and (Dv*

i
∂β*

i
∂Z ) in Eq. (29) had to be included in the governing solute 

transport equation of HYDRUS-1D. 

HYDRUS-1D considers the relationship between the liquid and vapor 
solute concentration that assumes instantaneous linear distribution of a 
solute between the liquid and vapor phases (Henry’s law): 

Cv
i =KHCl

i (36)  

where KH is the Henry coefficient [-], which can be temperature- 
dependent. HYDRUS-1D assumes that temperature dependency can be 
expressed using the Arrhenius equation. To model the isotope transport 
using the current volatile solute boundary condition in HYDRUS, one 
can replace the original Henry coefficient (KH) with the ratio of the 
isotope concentration in the vapor phase and the isotope concentration 
in the liquid phase (β∗

i =
ρv
ρw

α∗
i ). Since the density of water vapor ρv is a 

function of relative humidity of soil air phase (i.e., the soil matric po-
tential), while equilibrium fractionation factor α*

i is a function of soil 
temperature, the Henry coefficient for isotope transport is, in general, a 
function of both depth z and temperature T. 

The standard HYDRUS-1D uses the stagnant boundary layer BC for 
volatile solutes. This BC considers the convective solute flux with 
evaporation and the diffusion solute flux (by gaseous diffusion) through 
a stagnant boundary layer on the soil surface (Jury et al., 1983). This 
upper boundary condition was modified to implement the Craig-Gordon 
model to account for both equilibrium and kinetic fractionations at the 
interface between the soil surface and the atmosphere (Eq. (7)). 

4.3. Particle tracking module (PTM) 

To calculate soil water travel times, the particle tracking algorithm 
from Šimůnek (1991) was implemented into HYDRUS-1D. The algo-
rithm is based on the water balance calculations, with the development 
of soil water profiles fully described by solving the Richards equation 
(Fig. 2). 

The first monitored particle below the soil surface is at depth z = z0 at 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the water flow-based particle tracking module.  
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time t = t0. The amount of water W0 [L] is between this particle and the 
soil surface (z = 0): 

W0 =

∫z0

0

θ(z, t0)dz (37) 

During the time interval (t0, t1), the amount of water N [L] passes 
through the soil surface: 

N =

∫t1

t0

[e(t) − i(t)]dt (38)  

where e(t) [LT− 1] is actual evaporation and i(t) [LT− 1] is actual infil-
tration from precipitation or irrigation. During the same interval, the 
layers in the root zone between the soil surface and the monitored 
particles are depleted by root water uptake ST [L]: 

ST =

∫t1

t0

∫zp(t)

0

s(z, t)dzdt (39)  

where zp(t) is the particle depth [L] at time t and s(z,t) is the sink 
(extraction) term [L3L− 3 T− 1]. At time t1, there is thus between the soil 
surface and the monitored particle the following quantity of water W1 
[L] (enriched by infiltration and reduced by evaporation and root water 
uptake): 

W1 =W0 − N − ST (40) 

The monitored particle is now located at a depth of z = z1. 

∫z1

0

θ(z, t1)dz=
∫z0

0

θ(z, t0)dz −
∫t1

t0

[e(t) − i(t)]dt −
∫t1

t0

∫zp(t)

0

s(z, t)dzdt (41) 

By repeatedly solving this equation for the time sequence (t0, t1, …, 
tn), we obtain a sequence of depths (z0, z1, …, zn), i.e., we obtain the 
trajectory of the observed particle. 

The calculation of the location of the second and further particles can 
be performed analogously. Now, however, the amount of water is 
balanced between the next two particles located at za and zb. Between 
these particles, the amount of water W0, at time t0 and the amount of 
water W1 at time t1 are: 

W0 =

∫
zb(t0)

za(t0)

θ(z, t0)dz (42)  

W1 =

∫
zb(t1)

za(t1)

θ(z, t1)dz (43) 

During the time interval (t0, t1), the amount of water between the two 
particles is depleted by the transpiration amount ST: 

ST =

∫t1

t0

∫zb(t)

za(t)

s(z, t)dzdt (44) 

According to Eq. (40), the resulting equation now has the form: 

∫
zb(t1)

za(t1)

θ(z, t1)dz=
∫

zb(t0)

za(t0)

θ(z, t0)dz −
∫t1

t0

∫zb(t)

za(t)

s(z, t)dzdt (45) 

The algorithm itself proceeds as follows. From the particles’ known 
position at the beginning of the time interval, the pre-solved develop-
ment of the moisture profile, and the actual values of infiltration, 
evaporation, and transpiration, the first monitored particle’s new 

position is calculated using Eq. (41). New positions of all other particles 
are then calculated using Eq. (45). On the surface and at the bottom of 
the soil profile, new particles may be created or may leave the soil 
profile, depending on the moisture profile’s actual development. By 
calculating particles’ trajectories, the movement of inert substances not 
subject to dispersion can be modeled. 

The initial position of particles can be defined geometrically (at 
specified depths) or based on mass balance calculations (by water 
storage). Similarly, the release of new particles at the boundary can be 
defined chronologically (at specified times) or meteorologically (rainfall 
events or depths). The newly implemented particle tracking module 
requires two input parameters: wStand and wPrec. The wStand parameter 
represents the water storage, which separates neighboring particles in 
the soil profile at the beginning of the simulation. Therefore, the parti-
cles are not geometrically evenly distributed when the soil profile’s 
initial water content is not uniform. The wPrec parameter is the amount of 
water that passes through the soil surface before a new particle is 
released. This means that particles are released at the soil surface only 
under wet conditions. Under dry conditions, the surface flux is directed 
out of the soil profile, and thus, new particles will not be released. 

5. Numerical implementations 

The same graphical user interface (GUI) used in HYDRUS-1D is used to 
select and execute the model. The HYDRUS software uses the finite element 
method for spatial discretization and the finite difference method for 
temporal discretization. For consistency with the numerical model (the 
SiSPAT-Isotope model) used for the verification, the Galerkin-type finite 
element method (FEM) and an implicit finite difference scheme were used 
to solve the Richards and advection-dispersion equations for water flow 
and isotope transport in this study. However, the upstream weighting FEM 
for space weighting and the Crank-Nicholson scheme for time weighting 
are also available. At each time step, the isotope transport is calculated after 
the water flow and heat transport equations have been solved first. This 
provides the isotope transport routine with nodal values of soil tempera-
ture, soil matric potential, and water content at both old and new time 
levels to constitute the storage and transport coefficients for isotope 
transport in Eqs. (27–32). Details about the numerical solutions of sub-
surface water flow and heat and solute transport can be found in the 
HYDRUS-1D manual (Šimůnek et al., 2008) and Braud (2000). 

To adequately capture the isotope concentration at the soil surface, 
similar to the SiSPAT-Isotope model, the isotope transport equation’s 
solution requires a fine resolution of the vertical unsaturated soil profile 
close to the soil surface. Three discretization schemes (i.e., coarse, me-
dium, and fine) (Fig. S1) were selected in the following verification 
examples to explore the impact of spatial discretization on the modeling 
results. The first scheme uses 101 nodes uniformly distributed in the soil 
profile, i.e., with a spatial step of 1 cm. The second scheme uses 288 
nodes with spatial steps gradually increasing from the bottom to the top, 
being twice as large at the bottom (0.46 cm) than the top (0.23 cm). The 
third scheme follows the same spatial discretization as used by Braud 
et al. (2005a) with 288 nodes (Fig. S1). The spatial steps increase from 1 
μm at the surface to 1 mm at a depth of about 1 cm and 5 mm at 5 cm. 
They remain 5 mm between depths of about 5–95 cm and then gradually 
decrease to 1 mm at the bottom. Only the modeling results obtained 
using the fine spatial discretization are presented in the main text. The 
results obtained using medium and coarse spatial discretizations can be 
found in the Supplementary Material. 

While the initial time step of 25 s was used in this study, time steps 
vary during the simulation. They are automatically adjusted by the 
model depending on the number of iterations required by the water flow 
scheme to converge (adaptive time discretization). Since the adaptive 
time discretization was used, the temporal resolution is expected to have 
only a minor effect on the results and is not discussed in this study. 

It must be emphasized that the accuracy of the numerical solution of 
isotope transport equations is very sensitive to those of water flow and 
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heat transport equations. The water flow iteration process continues 
until absolute changes in water contents (pressure heads) at all nodes in 
the unsaturated (saturated) zone between two successive iterations are 
less than prescribed tolerances. We used 10− 7 for both water content and 
pressure head (m) tolerances. When heat transport is also considered, 
water flow and heat transport equations are solved simultaneously since 
they affect each other. Two choices are provided in this case, depending 
on whether the nodal water flux balance smaller than a prescribed 
tolerance (10− 16 m/s) is used as a convergence criterion for water flow 
and heat transport. The former iteration criterion without the nodal 
water flux balance is more numerical efficient and more applicable for 
systems that neglect vapor flow. The latter convergence criterion with 
the nodal water flux balance is more accurate and recommended for a 
system that considers vapor flow. Note that iterations are not needed in 
standard HYDRUS-1D for solute transport when the governing solute 
transport equation is linear. In this study, the difference in the isotope 
flux at the upper boundary between two successive iterations smaller 
than a prescribed tolerance (10− 16 kg/m2/s) was added as a conver-
gence criterion for isotope transport. The above iterative criteria are 
important prerequisites for obtaining accurate numerical solutions. It is 
worth mentioning that the new HYDRUS isotope transport model is 
faster than the SiSPAT-Isotope model when no heat transport is 
considered because fewer iterations are required by the water flow 
scheme to converge. 

6. Model verification and evaluation 

6.1. Verification of the numerical solutions 

First, we verified the numerical model that considers evaporation 
fractionation without vapor flow against the analytical solution of 
Zimmermann et al. (1967) for isothermal saturated soils under steady 
evaporation. Second, the numerical model that considers evaporation 
fractionation with vapor flow was then verified against the analytical 
solution of Barnes and Allison (1984) for nonisothermal unsaturated 
soils under steady evaporation. Third, Mathieu and Bariac (1996) 
designed six plausibility tests for isothermal unsaturated soils to check 
whether the model produces plausible results as equilibrium and kinetic 
fractionations were sequentially switched on in the model. Braud et al. 
(2005a) and Haverd and Cuntz (2010) used these tests to verify the 
SiSPAT-Isotope and Soil-Litter-Iso models, respectively. We repeated 

these tests with the HYDRUS-1D Isotope model to see whether the new 
model produced expected shapes of isotope profiles. 

We considered a 1-m deep soil profile of Yolo Light Clay from Philip 
(1957) in all verification examples. Basic soil hydraulic, thermal, and 
solute transport parameters are given in Braud et al. (2005a) and shown 
in Table 2. For consistency with previous studies, we combined the van 
Genuchten (VG) water retention model (van Genuchten, 1980) with the 
Burdine (1953) and Brooks and Corey (BC) hydraulic conductivity 
model (Brooks and Corey, 1964): 

θl − θr

θs − θr
=

1
[1 + |αh|n]m

(46)  

m= 1 − 2/n (47)  

K(θ)=Ks

(
θl − θr

θs − θr

)η

(48)  

where θs and θr are saturated and residual water content, respectively, 
m, n, and α, are the shape parameters of the retention curve, Ks is the 
saturated hydraulic conductivity, and η is the shape parameter of the 
conductivity curve. 

Equations from De Vries (1963) and Chung and Horton (1987) 
(already available in HYDRUS) were used to describe the volumetric 
heat capacity and thermal conductivity, respectively. The tortuosity 
coefficients in the liquid and vapor phases (τw and τg) are evaluated in 
HYDRUS using the model of Millington and Quirk (1961) or Moldrup 
et al. (1997). In all verification examples, τw and τg were set to 0.67, and 
Λ was set to 0 to be consistent with previous studies to evaluate our 
model’s accuracy. This choice is justified because convective and hy-
drodynamic dispersion processes are negligible compared with the 
diffusion process under evaporation conditions (Auriault and Adler, 
1995). 

6.1.1. Comparison with the analytical solution of Zimmermann et al. 
(1967) 

Zimmermann et al. (1967) conducted experiments and provided an 
analytical solution for the isotope transport in a homogeneous saturated 
soil column with the initial isotope ratio (isotopic composition), R∞(δ∞), 
evaporating at a steady rate, Es, into the atmosphere of constant hu-
midity, ha, air temperature Ta, and isotope ratio (isotopic composition), 
δv

ia(Rv
ia), under isothermal conditions at a soil temperature Tz. Table 3 

provides all relevant parameter values. Under steady-state conditions, 
the stable isotope profile can be explained by the balance between the 
upward convective flux (evaporation) and the downward diffusion flux Table 2 

Basic soil hydraulic, thermal, and solute transport parameters.  

Parameter Symbol Value 

Saturated water content θs  0.35 m3/m3 

Residual water content θr  0.00 m3/m3 
Shape parameter of the retention curve n  2.22 
Shape parameter of the retention curve m  0.099 
Shape parameter of the retention curve α  5.18 m-1 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks  1.23× 10− 7 m/s  
Shape parameter of the conductivity 

curve 
η  9.143 

Volumetric fraction of the solid phase θn  0.60 
Volumetric fraction of organic matter θo  0.01 
Empirical parameters bi (i =

1,2,3)  
− 0.197, − 0.962, 2.521 
Wm− 1K− 1 

Volumetric heat capacity of the solid 
phase 

Cn  1920000 Jm− 3K− 1 

Volumetric heat capacity of the organic 
matter 

C0  2510000 Jm− 3K− 1 

Volumetric heat capacity of the liquid 
phase 

Cw  4180000 Jm− 3K− 1 

Tortuosity coefficient in the liquid and 
vapor phases 

τw, τg  0.67 

Dispersivity Λ  0  

Table 3 
Values of all variables used in the analytical solution of Zimmermann et al. 
(1967).  

Parameter Value 

Es  1.003× 10− 5 kgm− 2s− 1  

Ta, Tz  303.15 K (30 ◦C)  
ha  0.2 
nk  1  

for18O for 2H 
Dl*

i  5.91× 10− 10 m2/s  6.01× 10− 10 m2/s  

Zl  0.059 m 0.060 m 
δv

ia  − 14‰ − 100‰ 
Rv

ia  0.001977127 0.000140184 
δ∞  0‰ 0‰ 
R∞  0.0020052 0.00015576 
δ0  31.9‰  67‰  
R0  0.002063684 0.00016733 

α*
i  0.9911 0.9311 

αk
i  1.031885 1.016363  
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of the isotope: 

Es
(
Rl

i − R∞
)
=Dl*

i dRl
i

/
dz (49)  

where Rl
i is the isotope ratio at depth z (z is equal to zero at the soil 

surface and it is positive downwards). 
The above equation can be solved to get: 

Rl
i =R∞ + (R0 − R∞)exp( − z / zl) (50)  

where R0 is the isotope ratio at the soil surface, and zl is the charac-
teristic length given by: 

zl =Dl*
i

/
Es (51) 

If one reports the isotope ratio in Eq. (50) in the δ notation (‰) using 
Eq. (2), we can get: 

δl
i = δ∞ + (δ0 − δ∞)exp( − z / zl) (52)  

where δ0 (δl
i) are isotopic compositions at the soil surface and at depth z, 

respectively. 
The isotopic composition at the soil surface δ0 can be calculated 

using a variant of the Craig-Gordon model as follows (Barnes and Alli-
son, 1983): 

α*
i 1+ δ0 − ha

′ (
1+ δv

ia

)
= 1 − ha

′ αk
i (1+ δ∞) (53) 

The analytical solution for 18O is: 

δ18O (‰)= 31.9exp(− 16.949z)⋅1000‰ (54)  

and for 2H is: 

δ2H (‰)= 67exp(− 16.667z)⋅1000‰ (55) 

In the HYDRUS numerical simulation, transport parameters were the 
same as those in the analytical solution. Both the upper and lower BCs were 
set to a constant water pressure head for water flow. The soil water pressure 
head was assumed to be 1 cm at the surface and 109.15 cm at the bottom. 
This BC allowed for a permanent water supply at the bottom of the soil 
column and kept the soil saturated while maintaining the steady evapo-
ration rate Es. Both the upper and lower BCs were set to solute flux BCs for 
isotope transport. The surface solute flux in this example referred to the 
evaporation flux for water isotopes Ei calculated by the Craig-Gordon 
model (Eq. (7)). The bottom isotope flux was calculated assuming that 
the isotope ratio (isotopic composition) of supply water was the same as the 
initial values, R∞(δ∞). No heat transport was considered in this example. 

Fig. 3a and b shows an excellent agreement between the numerical 
and analytical solutions using a fine spatial discretization. Fig. S2 shows 
a comparison between the analytical and numerical solutions’ results 
using different spatial discretizations. The maximum differences be-
tween the analytical and numerical solutions in the 18O isotopic 
composition profiles were 0.21‰ (coarse), 0.20‰ (medium), and 
0.20‰ (fine). The maximum differences between the analytical and 
numerical solutions in the 2H isotopic composition profiles were 0.46‰ 
(coarse), 0.43‰ (medium), and 0.43‰ (fine). We may conclude that the 
isotope transport module can produce in this example accurate isotope 
profiles using all considered spatial discretization schemes. 

Water that has experienced evaporation fractionation plots below 
the global/local meteoric water line (GMWL/LMWL) in dual-isotope 
plots. The occurrence of kinetic fractionation results in an evaporation 
line with a slope much smaller than those of GMWL/LMWL (Sprenger 

Fig. 3. Comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for profiles of (a) the 2H isotopic composition and (b) the 18O isotopic composition, (c) the dual-isotope plot 
of simulated values, and (d) the LC-excess profile for isothermal saturated soil under steady evaporation. 
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et al., 2016a). The “line conditioned excess” (LC-excess) is the difference 
between the δ2H from a water sample and a linear transformation of the 
δ2H from a given GMWL/LMWL (Landwehr and Coplen, 2006). The 
more negative it is, the stronger the kinetic fractionation is (Sprenger 
et al., 2017). The dual-isotope plot (Fig. 3c) has a slope of about 2.09, 
which is much smaller than that (8.20) of the global meteoric water line 
(GMWL). The LC-excess profile (calculated by Eq. (A6)) shows the 
opposite trend to the isotopic composition profiles and is negative in the 
entire soil profile (Fig. 3d). These results suggest that kinetic fraction-
ation also occurs. This is reasonable given the fact that kinetic frac-
tionation factor (αk

i ) is not equal to one (Table 3). 

6.1.2. Comparison with the analytical solution of Barnes and Allison 
(1984) 

Barnes and Allison (1984) proposed an analytical solution for 
evaporation from unsaturated soil under steady and nonisothermal 
conditions. Conditions were the same as for the steady-state saturated 
case above, except that the initial pressure head was set to 0 in the entire 
soil profile, nonisothermal conditions were considered, and evaporation 
occurred at a different rate. Table 4 gives the values of all parameters 
required in this problem. Under steady-state conditions (i.e., at 250 days 
of the simulation), the stable isotope profile can be explained by the 
balance between the upward convective flux (evaporation) and the 
downward diffusion flux of the isotope both in the liquid and vapor 
phases: 

− Es = ρw(ql + qv) = ρwql − Dv*⋅
d
(
Hr⋅ρv

sat

)

dz
(56)  

− EsR∞ = ql
i + qv

i =

(

ρwqlRi − ρwDl*
i

dRl
i

dz

)

− Dv*
i

d
(
Hr⋅ρv

sat⋅Rv
i

)

dz
(57)  

where Dv* is the effective dispersion coefficient of the light isotope in soil 
water vapor, Es is the steady state evaporation rate and Hr is the relative 
humidity of the soil air phase at a certain depth. Hr can be calculated by 
Eq. (5), while the matric potential hs and temperature Ts at the soil 
surface should be replaced by corresponding values at a certain soil 

depth. If we expand the derivative form of the vapor flux 
(

− Dv*⋅ 

d(Hr ⋅ρv
sat)

dz

)

in Eq. (56), we can easily find that it describes the sum of the 

isothermal (Kvh
∂h
∂z) and nonisothermal (KvT

∂T
∂z) terms in Eq. (22). If we 

expand the derivative form of the isotope diffusion flux in the soil water 

vapor 
(

− Dv*
i

d(Hr ⋅ρv
sat⋅Rv

i )
dz

)

in Eq. (57), we can easily find out that it de-

scribes the sum of the convection (β*
i qvCl

i) and diffusion ( − Dv*
i

∂β*
i Cl

i
∂z ) 

terms in Eq. (25). That is to say, vapor convection within the soil is also a 
diffusive process (Haverd and Cuntz, 2010). 

If we define characteristic lengths zl and zv as follows: 

zl = ρwDl*/Es (58)  

zv =
Dv*ρv

sat

Es
(59) 

We can then get: 

(ρwqv)
/

Es = − Dv*d
(
Hr⋅ρv

sat

)

dz
/

Es = − Hrzv
d
[
ln
(
Hr⋅ρv

sat

)]

dz
(60)  

qv
i

/
Es = − Dv*

i
d
(
Hr⋅ρv

satRv
i

)

dz
/

Es = − HrzvRl
iα*

i

/
αk

i
d
[
ln
(
Hrρv

satα*
i Rl

i

)]

dz
(61)  

ql
i

/
Es =

(

ρwqlRl
i − ρwDl*

i
dRl

i

dz

)
/

Es = ρwqlRl
i

/
Es − zlσiRl

i
d
[
ln
(
Rl

i

)]

dz
(62) 

Combining these equations gives: 

HrzvRl
i

{
(
1 − α*

i

/
αk

i

)d
[
ln
(
Hrρv

sat

)]

dz
− α*

i

/
αk

i
d
[
ln
(
α*

i Rl
i

)]

dz

}

=Rl
i − R∞ +zlσi

dRl
i

dz
(63)  

where Dl* is the effective dispersion coefficient of the light isotope in soil 
water, and σi is a constant depending on the isotope species (see Ap-
pendix A). 

According to the relationship between R and δ values shown in Eq. 
(2), the analytical solution can be further simplified and given by the 
differential equation as follows: 

dδl
i

dz
+(zl + Hrzv)

− 1( δl
i − δ∞

)
=Hrzv(zl + Hrzv)

− 1( αk
i − α*

i

)

×
d
dz

[
ln
(
Hrρv

sat

(
αk

i − α*
i

))]
(64) 

This is a semi-analytical solution. It can only be solved once we 
prescribe the isotopic composition of soil water at the surface and solve 
the water flow and heat transport equations, which will provide soil 
temperatures, pressure heads, and water contents. In the HYDRUS nu-
merical simulation, transport parameters were the same as those in the 
analytical solution. The constant pressure head (equal to 0) was adopted 
in the numerical simulation as the lower BC for soil water flow. The new 
water flow BC, which calculates actual evaporation as a function of 
potential evaporation (Ep) and the difference in humidities between the 
air and the soil surface (Eq. (35)) was used at the upper atmospheric 
boundary. The solute flux was used as the lower BC for isotope transport 
(automatically calculated from its isotopic composition equal to δ∞ and 
the bottom water flux). The stagnant BC for volatile solutes was used at 
the upper boundary for isotope transport. The surface solute flux 
referred to the evaporation flux for water isotopes Ei calculated by the 
Craig-Gordon model (Eq. (7)). The temperature BC was used for heat 
transport at both boundaries. 

Fig. 4e and f shows an excellent agreement between the analytical 
and numerical solutions using a fine spatial discretization, despite a 
slight overestimation of the peak isotopic composition by HYDRUS-1D. 
Fig. S3 compares the analytical and numerical solutions obtained using 
different spatial discretizations. The maximum differences (at the 
evaporation front) between the analytical and numerical solutions in the 
18O isotopic composition profiles were 24.88‰ (coarse discretization), 
3.74‰ (medium), and 0.88‰ (fine). The maximum differences between 
the analytical and numerical solutions in the 2H isotopic composition 
profiles were 34.68‰ (coarse), 8.40‰ (medium), and 3.67‰ (fine). This 
means that in this example, the isotope transport module can produce 
relatively well isotope profiles as long as an appropriate spatial dis-
cretization is used. The isotopic composition profiles have maximum 
values at a depth of 2 cm, which corresponds with the water content/ 
matric potential/temperature profiles inflection points (Fig. 4a, b, and 
4c). This is also the evaporation front location, where the upward soil 
water flux changes from the liquid to vapor flux (Fig. 4d). 

The dual-isotope plots (Fig. 4g) have slopes of about 2.66 and 1.62 in 
the vapor and liquid dominant zones (VDZ, LDZ), respectively, which 

Table 4 
Values of all variables used in the analytical solution of Barnes and Allison 
(1984).  

Parameter Value 

Ep  2.0× 10− 4 kgm− 2s− 1  

Es  1.043× 10− 5 kgm− 2s− 1  

Ta  313.15 K (40 ◦C)  
Tz  Tz = 20(1 + exp( − 20z))+ 273.15 K  
ha  0.2 
δv

ia  − 14‰ for18O and − 100‰ for 2H 
δ∞  0‰ for18O and 0‰ for 2H 
nk  1  
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the results of analytical and numerical solutions for nonisothermal unsaturated soils under steady evaporation. Vertical profiles of (a) the soil 
water content, (b) the matric potential, (c) the soil temperature, (d) the water fluxes (liquid, ql, vapor, qv, and total, q; negative values represent evaporation), (e) the 
2H isotopic composition, (f) the 18O isotopic composition, (g) the dual-isotope plot of the simulated values and (h) the LC-excess profile. “VDZ” and “LDZ” represent 
the vapor and liquid-dominant zones, respectively. 
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are far smaller than those of the GMWL. The LC-excess profile shows the 
opposite trend to the isotopic composition profiles and is negative in the 
entire soil profile (Fig. 4h). These results suggest that kinetic fraction-
ation also occurs. This is reasonable since the kinetic fractionation factor 
(αk

i ) is not equal to one when nk is one (Table 4). 

6.1.3. Plausibility tests 
The soil was initially saturated and under hydrostatic conditions (the 

soil water pressure head was equal to − 0.01 m at the top and linearly 
increased to 0.99 m at the bottom). The initial isotopic composition, δ∞, 
and soil temperature, Tz, in the soil column were uniform (i.e., the same 
at all depths). Water was evaporating from the soil column into an at-
mosphere with temperature, Ta, relative humidity, ha, and isotopic 
composition, δv

ia. All relevant parameters are summarized in Table 5 
(Mathieu and Bariac, 1996; Melayah et al., 1996; Braud et al., 2005a). In 
the HYDRUS numerical simulation, zero water and isotope fluxes were 
adopted as the lower BCs. The new water flow BC, which calculates 
actual evaporation as a function of potential evaporation (Ep) and the 
difference in humidities between the air and the soil surface (Eq. (35)) 
was used at the upper atmospheric boundary. The stagnant BC for vol-
atile solutes was used at the upper boundary for isotope transport. The 
surface solute flux referred to the evaporation flux for water isotopes Ei 
calculated by the Craig-Gordon model (Eq. (7)). No heat transport was 
considered in this example. 

The plausibility test conditions are listed in Table 6. The impacts of four 
parameters on isotopic composition profiles were considered, including the 
equilibrium fractionation factor, α*

i , the kinetic fractionation factor, αk
i , 

which affects the molecular diffusion coefficient of the isotope i in free air, 
Dv

i , the molecular diffusion coefficient of the isotope i in free water, Dl
i, and 

the isotopic composition of atmospheric vapor, δv
ia. Equations from 

Majoube (1971) and Mathieu and Bariac (1996) were used to calculate the 
equilibrium α*

i and kinetic fractionation factor αk
i , respectively, for tests in 

which they were not equal to 1. The molecular diffusion coefficients of the 
isotope i in free water (air) Dlo

i (Dv
i ) were calculated by Eq. (A3~A5). These 

values were then used to calculate the effective dispersion coefficients for 
the isotope i in soil water (vapor), Dl*

i (Dv*
i ), based on Eqs. (33) and (34). 

The steady vertical isotopic composition profiles at the end of the 250-day 
simulation are shown in Fig. 5. 

Test 1: Equilibrium and kinetic fractionation factors (α*
i , αk

i ) are set to 

one, and molecular diffusion coefficient of the isotope i in free water (Dlo
i ) is 

set to zero. In other words, evaporation fractionation and diffusion in the 
liquid phase are neglected. The isotopic composition of the atmospheric 
water vapor is set equal to that of the initial soil water δ∞. This results in 
uniform isotopic compositions in soil water throughout the soil profile 
(equal to δ∞) as expected. 

Test 2: Test 2 is the same as Test 1, except that the isotopic composition 
of the atmospheric water vapor is set to a low value δv

ia. Isotope diffusion in 
soil water vapor due to the concentration gradient between the free at-
mosphere and soil results in increased isotopic compositions of liquid and 
vapor phases within the soil as depth increases, given the linear relation-
ship between them (Eq. (32)). The isotopic composition of surface soil 
water is close to that of the atmospheric water vapor δv

ia and increases 
gradually with depth to its initial value δ∞. 

Test 3: Test 3 is the same as Test 1, except that equilibrium isotopic 
fractionation is turned on (i.e., α*

i is not equal to one). Equilibrium 
fractionation between soil water and soil water vapor moves lighter 
water molecules from the liquid phase into the vapor phase, which 
causes isotopic enrichment of the remaining soil water. However, this 
enrichment rate is different between regions above and below 5 cm (i.e., 
the evaporation front, as seen in Fig. 5a and b) due to different vapor 
fluxes. Above 5 cm, the vapor flux is approximately constant with depth, 
and thus the effect of equilibrium fractionation does not differ too much 
with depth. This results in a slow transition from the isotopic composi-
tion of soil water towards the surface value. Below 5 cm, the isotopic 
composition of soil water increases rapidly towards the 5-cm depth due 
to the increased upward vapor flux (Fig. 5b). 

Test 4: Test 4 is the same as Test 3, except that the isotopic composition 
of the atmospheric water vapor is reset to a low value δv

ia. This shifts the 
isotopic composition of surface soil water close to δv

ia, similarly as in Test 2. 
This surface effect, combined with increasing enrichment from the soil 
bottom towards the soil surface (as discussed in Test 3), leads to the 
simulated maximum of the isotopic composition profile. 

Test 5: Test 5 is the same as Test 4, except that diffusion in the liquid 
phase is turned on (i.e., Dl0

i is not equal to zero). Since diffusion in the 
liquid phase causes spreading or dispersion of the solute front (Radcliffe 
and Šimůnek, 2018), this test produces a smaller peak of the isotopic 
composition profile. 

Test 6: Test 6 is the same as Test 5, except that the kinetic frac-
tionation at the surface is turned on (i.e., αk

i is not equal to one), and the 
molecular diffusion coefficient of the isotope i in free air is set to its real 
value Dv

i (smaller than Dv as seen in Eq. (12)). The smaller molecular 
diffusion coefficient in free air results in increased kinetic fractionation, 
by decreasing the removal of heavy isotopes through the vapor flux. This 
increases isotopic enrichment in the remaining soil water, leading to a 
larger peak of the isotopic composition profile than in Test 5. 

As for dual-isotope plots, Test 6 has slopes far smaller than that of the 
global meteoric water line (GMWL) in both liquid- (LDZ) and vapor- 
dominant (VDZ) zones (Fig. S4d). The line conditioned excess (LC- 
excess) profile shows the opposite trends to the isotopic composition 
profiles and is always negative (Fig. S5). These suggest that kinetic 
fractionation also occurs. This is reasonable given the fact that the ki-
netic fractionation factor (αk

i ) is not equal to one in Test 6 (Table 6). For 
Tests 3–5, the dual-isotope plots of both the LDZ and VDZ (Figs. S4a, 
S4b, and S4c) have slopes of about 6.55–7.80, which are much closer to 
that of the GMWL. This is reasonable since the kinetic fractionation 
factor is equal to one in Tests 3–5 (Table 6), and thus only equilibrium 
fractionation occurs. These slopes are not exactly equal to that of GMWL, 
especially for the VDZ, where the exchange with the atmosphere is more 
significant. However, the LC-excess values in Tests 3–5 are almost a 
constant low value (about − 10‰) throughout the soil profile, compared 
to much more negative values in Test 6 (Fig. S5). This again verifies that 
only equilibrium fractionation occurs in Tests 3–5. 

Overall, the slopes of dual-isotope plots with kinetic fractionation are 
much smaller than those without consideration (Figs. 3c and 4g, and 

Table 5 
Values of all variables used in the plausibility tests.  

Parameter Value 

Ep  1.005 × 10− 4 kg/m2/s  
Es  2.568 × 10− 6 kg/m2/s  
Ta, Tz  303.15 K (30 ◦C) 
ha  0.2  

for18O for 2H 
δv

ia  − 15‰ − 112‰ 
δ∞  − 8‰ − 65‰ 

Dlo
i  2.520× 10− 9 m2/s  2.562× 10− 9 m2/s  

Dv
i  2.529× 10− 5 m2/s  2.568× 10− 5 m2/s   

Table 6 
Plausibility tests’ conditions.  

Test α*
i  αk

i  Dv
i  Dlo

i  δv
ia  

1 1 1 Dv  0 δ∞  

2 1 1 Dv  0 δv
ia  

3 α*
i  1 Dv  0 δ∞  

4 α*
i  1 Dv  0 δv

ia  

5 α*
i  1 Dv  Dl0

i  δv
ia  

6 α*
i  αk

i  Dv
i  Dl0

i  δv
ia   
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Fig. S4). The LC-excesses at the surface layer (about 0–50 cm) are much 
more negative than in other depths (Figs. 3d and 4h, and Fig. S5). This 
indicates that the fractionation at the surface layer is more significant. 
These conclusions are also consistent with those in Sprenger et al. 
(2016a). Therefore, the isotope transport module is accurate also from 
the perspectives of dual-isotope plots and LC-excess values. 

6.2. Evaluation against the experiment data 

6.2.1. The transport of isotopes 
The dataset is from Stumpp et al. (2012) (available https://www. 

pc-progress.com/en/Default.aspx?h1d-lib-isotope). The field experi-
ment was conducted in a humid region located at the research area of 
the HBLFA Raumberg-Gumpenstein in Gumpenstein, Austria, with a 
mean annual temperature of 6.9 ◦C and mean annual precipitation of 
1035 mm. The cylindrical lysimeter (with a depth of 1.5 m and a surface 
area of 1 m2) was embedded in a rainfed agricultural field planted with 
winter wheat and fertilized with liquid cattle slurry (the lysimeter 3 in 
Stumpp et al. (2012)). The isotopic composition of precipitation and 
lysimeter seepage water were measured on the event and weekly in-
tervals, respectively, from May 2002 to February 2007 (1736 days in 
total). The temporal distribution of precipitation, evapotranspiration, 
temperature, air humidity during the simulation period are provided in 
Fig. S6. More details about other data collection and measurements can 
be found in Stumpp et al. (2012). 

The final optimized soil hydraulic and solute transport parameters 
reported in Stumpp et al. (2012) (Table S2) were used in the numerical 
simulations reported below. The atmospheric (with a surface layer) and 

seepage face boundary conditions were used for water flow at the upper 
and lower boundaries, respectively. The temperature BC was used for 
heat transport at both boundaries. The solute flux and zero concentra-
tion gradient BCs were used for isotope transport at the upper and lower 
boundaries, respectively. The isotope ratio of the evaporation flux was 
automatically used in HYDRUS to calculate the isotope evaporation flux 
at the upper boundary corresponding to the water flux. To investigate 
the sensitivity of the simulation results to the upper boundary conditions 
for isotope transport, the relevant parameters (RE, Ra) of different 
evaporation fractionation models (Stumpp et al., 2012; the 

Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of (a) the soil water content, (b) the water fluxes (liquid, ql, vapor, qv, and total, q; negative values represent evaporation), (c) the 2H isotopic 
composition, and (d) the 18O isotopic composition in plausibility tests 1–6 at 250 d. 

Fig. 6. Simulated δ18O in the seepage water at the bottom of the lysimeter 
when equilibrium fractionation was (i.e., α*

i = α*
i ; nk = 0) or was not (i.e., α*

i =

1; nk = 0) considered for the Stumpp et al. (2012) dataset using the Gon-
fiantini and Craig-Gordon evaporation fractionation models. 
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Craig-Gordon model, and the Gonfiantini model) were adjusted and 
implemented. Their impacts on the simulation results under different 
assumptions (with and without fractionation) were discussed. Since ki-
netic fractionation can be neglected in humid zones (Horita et al., 2008), 
only equilibrium fractionation was considered in this example (i.e.nk =

0). Fig. 6 shows the comparison between 18O isotopic compositions of 
the lysimeter seepage water simulated by Stumpp et al. (2012) and using 
the Gonfiantini and Craig-Gordon models for a system that neglects 
vapor flow. The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and determination co-
efficient (R2) are shown in Table 7. 

The water samples from the lysimeter seepage water plot on the 
LMWL (Fig. 5 of Stumpp et al., 2012), indicating negligible fraction-
ation. Therefore, the measured data are closest to the simulations that do 
not consider fractionation, as Stumpp et al. (2012) did. In this model. the 
isotope ratio of the evaporation flux (RE) is the same as that of the 
surface soil water (RL) (i.e., RE = RL). 

In the Gonfiantini model, RE is α*
i times of RL. As can be seen in Fig. 6, 

the measured values are close to the values simulated by the Gonfiantini 
model in case of no fractionation (i.e., α*

i = 1; nk = 0; RE = RL, which 
produces the same results as Stumpp et al., 2012) for most of the 
simulation period. In the end, during about 1150–1500 days, the 
measured values are close to those simulated considering equilibrium 
fractionation (i.e., α*

i = α*
i ; nk = 0; RE = α*

i RL). 
To obtain a better agreement between the simulation results and 

measurements using the Craig-Gordon model, the early atmospheric 

isotope ratio Ra should correspond to Eq. (S9) (i.e., Ra =
(α*

i − 1+ha)⋅RL
ha

), 
while the late Ra should correspond to Eq. (S7) (i.e., Ra = α*

i ⋅ RL). 
Therefore, in the Craig-Gordon model method, an approximate estimate 
of Ra using Eq. (S10) was used for the entire simulation period to 
calculate RE under equilibrium fractionation assumption (i.e., α*

i = α*
i ;

nk = 0; Ra =
(α*

i − 1+ha+ha ⋅α*
i )⋅RL

2ha
). More details can be found in the Sup-

plementary Material. 
The Craig-Gordon model has obtained relatively satisfactory simulation 

results (NSE = 0.19; R2 = 0.30) compared to the Gonfiantini model (NSE =
− 0.52; R2 = 0.25) in the case of equilibrium fractionation. The significant 
differences between the values simulated by the Gonfiantini and Craig- 
Gordon models emphasize the considerable impact of Ra on the simula-
tion results due to its effect on RE. However, the model performance is 
worse than when fractionation is neglected (NSE = 0.24; R2 = 0.37). This 
also indirectly validates the assumption of Stumpp et al. (2012) not to 
consider evaporation fractionation in their analysis of data from this humid 
zone. However, this does not rule out errors due to an inaccurate estimation 
of Ra used in the simulation. We note that the final optimized soil hydraulic 
and solute transport parameters reported in Stumpp et al. (2012) were used 
in the numerical simulations. This parameter set was estimated based on 
the assumption that there was no fractionation, which may not be optimal 
when fractionation is present. This may also explain the best agreement of 
the Stump et al. (2012) simulation with the measurements. However, even 
under the no-fractionation assumption, this agreement is not very good, 
likely due to some uncontrollable factors in the field experiments. 

The isotopic compositions and overall temporal variation trends simu-
lated using the Gonfiantini or Craig-Godron models considering fraction-
ation are consistent with measured data and the Stumpp et al. (2012) 

simulation without considering fractionation. This is because evaporation 
fractionation will not change isotopic composition trends when evapora-
tion is much smaller than the sum of precipitation and soil water storage, 
and the equilibrium fractionation factor is close to 1. However, the selec-
tion of the atmospheric isotope ratio Ra can affect the fluctuation amplitude 
of the isotope time series by affecting RE. The isotopic composition of 
discharge simulated by all models remains the same during the first 150 
days because only water initially in the profile (and thus not affected by the 
upper BC treatment) reaches the bottom during this time. Water infiltrating 
at the beginning of the simulation starts arriving at the bottom after about 
150 days when isotopic compositions simulated by different models with 
different assumptions start deviating. From this point forward, differences 
in simulated discharge isotopic compositions reflect different treatments of 
the upper BC. 

6.2.2. Particle tracking 
The input parameters, wStand and wPrec (discussed in Section 4.3), of 

the particle tracking module (PTM) were set equal to 2 and 10 cm, 
respectively. Fig. 7 shows the spatial-temporal distribution of particles 
during the 5-year simulation. There are 48 particles in total, among 
which 18 particles (P1–P18) were initially in the soil profile, while the 
next 26 particles (P19~P44) were released at the soil surface, passed 
through the lysimeter, and left at the bottom. Finally, the last 4 particles 
(P45–P48) were released at the soil surface and remained in the soil 
profile at the end of the simulation. 

The particle trajectories suddenly drop during periods with many 
rainfall events and slowly decrease or even rise during periods with 
limited rainfall (Fig. 7). Particles move downward faster during wet 
seasons and slow down during dry seasons. Particles move down sharply 
after heavy rainfalls, reflecting piston flow’s typical characteristics. 
Particles released right before the wet season move down faster than 
those released right before the dry season. 

The transit times of these particles, and corresponding velocities, were 
calculated (given in Table S3. and shown in Fig. 7c). The mean recharge 
transit time and velocity are 276.1 days and 6.0 mm/day, respectively. 
These values are slightly different from those calculated by Stumpp et al. 
(2012) using the peak displacement method. The mean recharge transit 
time (250 days) and velocity (6.0 mm/day) of soil water were estimated by 
Stumpp et al. (2012) by comparing the convective shift in the isotope peaks 
of the input (precipitation during 2005–2006) and output (lysimeter 
discharge) and considering dispersion effects. This difference may also be 
due to different rainfall events selected for these calculations. Stumpp et al. 
(2012) selected precipitation events from 2005 to 2006 since, only during 
this period, there was pronounced and distinct correspondence between the 
isotopic peaks in precipitation and lysimeter discharge. Since particles 
move faster during the period with many precipitation events, the peak 
displacement method is likely to overestimate the flow velocity compared 
to particle tracking. Overall, the two approaches’ results are similar, which 
shows the particle tracking model’s applicability. 

However, the peak displacement method is not applicable when there 
are no pronounced peaks or a distinct correspondence between the input 
and output peaks. The particle tracking module can be used under such 
circumstances and overcome this shortcoming of the peak-displacement 
method, thus expanding the possibility of calculating transit times. 

To verify the new particle tracking module, we conducted simple 
mass balance calculations based on the results of the numerical solution 
of the Richards equation in HYDRUS-1D. The amount of water in the soil 
profile when the particle leaves the transport domain (Wt_final) should be 
equal to the amount of water applied at the soil surface (infiltration) 
since its release, reduced by evaporation and root water uptake from the 
soil between the particle and the soil surface: 

Wtfinal =

∫tfinal

tinit

⎛

⎝i(t) − e(t) −
∫zp(t)

0

s(z, t)dz

⎞

⎠dt (65) 

Table 7 
Statistics of the model performance.  

Indicator no fractionation,  
Stumpp et al. 
(2012) 
(i.e., α*

i = 1;
nk = 0)  

Equilibrium 
fractionation, the 
Gonfiantini model (i. 
e., α*

i = α*
i ; nk = 0)  

Equilibrium 
fractionation, the 
Craig-Gordon model (i. 
e., α*

i = α*
i ; nk = 0)  

NSE 0.24 − 0.52 0.19 
R2 0.37 0.25 0.30  
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where tinit and tfinal are times when the particle is released at the soil 
surface and when it leaves at the soil profile bottom, respectively. The 
mass balance calculations carried out according to (65) are given in 
Table S4, indicating an almost perfect match and validating the particle 
tracking module. 

6.3. Discussion and future work 

Modeling water flow and solute transport in the critical zone requires 
an accurate estimation of soil hydraulic and solute transport parameters. 
Combining different types of observed data to calibrate water flow and 
solute transport models has been found to improve model parameteriza-
tion. For example, Sprenger et al. (2015) demonstrated that a combination 
of stable isotope profiles and soil moisture time series allowed for a better 
model calibration for solute transport, water flow, and root water uptake 
parameters. Groh et al. (2018) determined the soil hydraulic parameters 
and the longitudinal dispersivity for multiple lysimeters using two-step and 
bi-objective optimization strategies. They concluded that the bi-objective 
strategy, combining water content, matric potential, and tracer data, was 
the best parameter estimation strategy. Mattei et al. (2020) showed that it 

is possible to use only water content and stable isotope profiles measured at 
one time to accurately calibrate the model for groundwater recharge esti-
mation. However, using stable isotope data at different soil depths at 
different times can improve the model calibration (Mattei et al., 2020). 

The new isotope transport module in HYDRUS-1D can simulate 
continuous space-time dynamics of stable water isotope concentrations 
of soil water. Whether the impact of consideration of evaporation frac-
tionation will propagate into the inversion of soil hydraulic and solute 
transport parameters is unknown. Future work will include analyzing 
field datasets collected in arid regions or laboratory experiments of 
Braud et al. (2009), where evaporation fractionation plays a vital role 
and depth-dependent observations are available. Sensitivity analyses 
and parameter inversions will be conducted to evaluate the new isotope 
transport model further. 

The assumption of well-mixed water in the soil is in contrast with the 
recent “two water world” (TWW) hypothesis that water in the soil 
should be split into two pools that are isotopically different (Berry et al., 
2018; Brooks et al., 2010; McDonnell, 2014). The first pool (the mobile 
soil water pool) often replenishes groundwater and has isotopic 
composition close to that of the infiltrating water. The second pool (the 

Fig. 7. Precipitation (a), spatial-temporal distribution of particles (b), and mean particle velocity (c) (simulated by the Particle Tracking Module) for the Stumpp 
et al. (2012) dataset. “W” and “D” represent wet and dry seasons, respectively. 
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immobile soil water pool) is supposed to be composed of tightly bound 
water enriched by evaporation that resides in the soil’s capillary space, 
some of which can be used by plants. Many isotopic measurements 
support the hypothesis of the widespread existence of TWW and 
demonstrate that some sampling methods (e.g., suction lysimeters) are 
likely to obtain the mobile water, while others (e.g., centrifugation, 
cryogenic or toluene distillation) are prone to sample all soil water (e.g., 
Figueroa-Johnson et al., 2007; Geris et al., 2015; Goldsmith et al., 2012; 
Knighton et al., 2019; Oerter and Bowen, 2017; Zhao et al., 2016). 

The TWW hypothesis was formulated based on two assumptions 
(Vargas et al., 2017). The first is that there is no mass exchange between 
the mobile and immobile waters. The second is that plant water uptake 
does not discriminate against 2H or 18O and thus does not affect the 
isotopic composition of soil water. However, recent studies have shown 
that mass exchange between mobile and immobile waters (e.g., Oshun 
et al., 2016; Vargas et al., 2017) and isotopic fractionation may occur 
during plant water uptake (e.g., Barbeta et al., 2019; Poca et al., 2019). 
On the other hand, there is accumulating evidence showing that the 
equilibrium isotope fractionation between pore water and water vapor 
within the soil is significantly different from that between liquid and 
water vapor for free water surface due to complex hydrophilic in-
teractions between soil pore surface and water molecules (e.g., Chen 
et al., 2016; Gaj and McDonnell, 2019; Lin and Horita, 2016; Lin et al., 
2018; Oerter et al., 2014). However, how waters of different mobility 
alter the isotopic composition of soil water is little understood and 
seldom accounted for in isotope transport modeling (Sprenger et al., 
2018). 

The standard version of HYDRUS-1D can consider a series of physical 
nonequilibrium flow and transport models (e.g., dual-porosity and dual- 
permeability), and the same conceptualization can be applied to simu-
late isotope transport. These nonequilibrium flow and transport models 
will be used in our future studies to evaluate the impacts of physical 
nonequilibrium on isotope transport modeling and transit time calcu-
lations for TWW systems. 

7. Summary and conclusions 

This study presents a model, which can simultaneously solve the 

coupled equations describing the movement of water, heat, and stable 
isotopes. It is based on the HYDRUS-1D model, to which the isotope 
transport and particle tracking modules were added. The comparisons 
with analytical solutions, plausibility tests under saturated/unsaturated 
and isothermal/nonisothermal conditions, and field validation demon-
strate the model’s accuracy and robustness. Transit times calculated by 
the particle tracking module (PTM) are similar to those evaluated by the 
peak displacement method, which validates the use of the water flow- 
based PTM as an alternative tool to isotope transport-based methods. 

As compared with existing isotope models, our approach enables 
many thousands of current HYDRUS users to efficiently operate the new 
model while using various advanced HYDRUS software features, 
including flexible dynamic boundary conditions, equilibrium and 
nonequilibrium water flow, parameter optimization routines, and the 
well-designed user-friendly GUI (Šimůnek et al., 2016), while also 
providing higher computational efficiency. For example, the SiSPAT 
model always calculates both water flow and heat transport, even when 
the soil system is isothermal. Our model simulates only water flow for 
isothermal systems, improving numerical efficiency. The new particle 
tracking module provides the HYDRUS-1D users with an additional tool 
for assessing transit times. The developed model represents a compre-
hensive tool to numerically investigate many important research prob-
lems involving isotope transport processes and establishes a more solid 
foundation for applying stable isotope tracing in the critical zone. 
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Appendix A 

The density of the saturated water vapor ρv
sat (kg/m3) depending on temperature T (K) is calculated as follows: 

ρv
sat = 10− 3

exp
(

31.3716 − 6014.79
T − 7.92495⋅10− 3⋅T

)

T
(A1) 

The density of the water vapor ρv is the product of the density of the saturated water vapor ρv
sat (kg/m3) and relative humidity Hr [-]: 

ρv =Hr⋅ρv
sat (A2) 

The molecular diffusion coefficient of the isotope i in free water Dlo
i [L2T− 1] is expressed as a function of temperature T (K): 

Dlo
i = σi⋅10− 9 exp

(

−
535400

T2 +
1393.3

T
+ 2.1876

)

(A3)  

where σi is a constant depending on the isotope species (0.98331 for HDO and 0.96691 for H2
18O). 

The molecular diffusion of the isotope i in free air Dv
i [L2T− 1] is expressed as a function of temperature T (K): 

Dv
i =Dv/bi (A4)  

Dv = 2.12⋅10− 5
(

T
273.16

)2

(A5) 
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where bi is the ratio of the molecular diffusion coefficients of light and heavy water (isotopes) in free air (1.0166 for HDO and 1.0324 for H2
18O as 

discussed in Eq. (12)). 
For the verification examples in this study, the GMWL defined by Rozanski et al. (1993) was used. The LC-excess was calculated as follows: 

LC − excess =
(
δ2H − 8.2δ18O − 11.27

)/
1.15 (A6)  
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